Multiple times I expressed to HBC Elders that their false statements and refusals to
meet would come to light and under the rule of law, but they forged ahead:
•

July 3, 2019: “Your apparent reluctance to seek out significant responsibility elsewhere in this relational
disaster, is understandable given the consequences if that turns out to be true. But time only accumulates
consequence to the church you are called to protect…” (full letter here). No response.

•

November 5, 2019: “Given these multiple expressions of repentance, I am confused and grieved by the
Elders’ decision to draft the November 2, 2019, letter… Why am I publicly rebuked for distortions and
misunderstandings that face-to-face brotherly conversation might resolve?” (full letter here). No
response.

•

November 17, 2019: “I am prayerfully awaiting a chance to talk face to face with a Harvest Elder board,
for the very first time in 2019 – prior to Thursday, November 21 [release of Wagenmaker report] while
there is still potential benefit to the people you shepherd. All truth will come to light in arbitration... why
make an announcement having never met with me, that I must refute and arbitration will resolve?” (full
letter here). HBC's response specified “repentance only” no accounting for financial report (full letter
here).

•

November 26, 2019: Post Wagenmaker report,”It is disappointing that Harvest would publicize their
alleged findings while simultaneously seeking resolution of these issues through confidential Christian
arbitration. Behind it all since the start are issues surrounding historic agreements related to the
disposition of Walk in the Word and other matters connected with my departure. The Elder-imposed
moratorium on communicating with us directly has excluded significant exculpatory information. Truth will
come to light in God’s time…” (full public statement here).

•

January 30, 2020: “Starting with the launch of this website … I will begin to answer with documented
refutation any future Harvest Bible Chapel (HBC) statements concerning us. Preferable would be a joint
statement that is more reflective of gospel grace when arbitration has concluded.” (posted here under
Please Pray)

•

October 11, 2020: Text to HBC staff leader, “I need to know if there is going to be a meeting... if hbc
desires to evade the pending disclosure of what really happened and why ... a pretty persuasive detailing
- the meeting under Gill and Stone to find a better more mutual path needs to be scheduled and needs to
be successful… time to get low, mutual humility and owning of the many slanders, if that meeting fails I
am left no alternative … (I asked for 2 days on a weekend, they offered a few hours on a Monday night,
multiple times I stated, ‘better for the people of HBC to hear 500 words of mutual confession, than for
them to hear 5000 words exposing what you have done and covered,’ but they stared and stonewalled for
3.5 hours, til the DrV meltdown and it all ended very sadly. We waited almost another month hearing
nothing…as HBC filed motion after motion seeking to muzzle the truth, to an ICC panel (still active only to
ensure the settlement terms are met).”

“Whoever conceals his transgressions will not prosper, but he who confesses and forsakes them will
obtain mercy” (Proverbs 28:13).

